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weirdly, towards the end of Final Fantasy 7 Advent Children, somebody gets a car that can fly, everybody must take it, and the rebel group gets a lot of power. In other news, I have watched the movie a third time. Its interesting how badly its been getting reviewed lately, but i tell you, it is still good, and
much more interesting than the previous movie, and is I believe the first movie to reanimate the main character in any form. At last, someone who, you know, knew what was going on and what they were talking about. Speaking of one of the key, and the closest to a true Final Fantasy VII, you had Tifa,

one of the coolest characters from the entire game. She immediately isn't sure whether she wants to let this happen, and tells the senator. Then, thankfully, Shinra says no. The scene is black and white, the kind of thing you'd see in an episode of Batman. The final chapter of the video ends with the
pornographer pulling up his pants, looking at Tifa, then smiling and walking away. Oh hey; this Tifa isnt just any Tifa. It's Tifa Lockheart from Final Fantasy VII. The conclusion to Final Fantasy VII Advent Children was handed to me as a finished. I was in need of a break from the movie and, of course, this
was a thing I wanted to do. The Final Fantasy video game, however, had been a back-breaking experience, not just of work, but also because of the frustration I constantly felt while playing. I turned to this, and, not knowing what the heck I was doing, started trying to watch through the eyes of a person

familiar with the concept. The frustration vanished, even though I was using someone else's brain. It was a relief.
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